CHEYENNE® Guest Seating

Arm caps can be upholstered to coordinate
with chair seats and backs, or specified in
ultra-durable polypropylene.

Stainless steel, PVC, ganging, and non-skid
glides are available to suit any environment
and every style.

Poly Stack Seating - Arm/Armless
Cheyenne blends traditional
high-density stacking capabilities
with an ergonomic design, making it
the perfect choice for mass seating
applications. The hallmark of the line,
an innovative back that articulates to
provide comfortable, stable support,
is made possible by a complex singlepiece steel frame that flexes as the
back pivots.
Its unsurpassed comfort not only sets
Cheyenne apart from other stacking
chairs, it allows the seating line to go
places no high-density chair has gone
before. Armless versions of Cheyenne
are ideal for group meeting spaces
and auditoriums, but versions with

arms are also available for more
expected guest seating venues like
cafeterias and reception areas. In
multipurpose spaces, reconfigurations
are made easy with a transport dolly
that securely carries up to 12 cushioned
chairs or 25 standard poly chairs.
From conference rooms to classrooms, Cheyenne’s options allow
you to customize it to suit your
needs. Upholstered seats, backs, and
armrests create an upscale modern
look, while polypropylene seats and
backs offer a more traditional stacking
chair aesthetic. Even the frames
can be customized with chrome
or powder-coat finishes.

Wire loop gangers align chrome-framed
chairs in perfect rows for classroom or
auditorium-style seating.

A transport dolly safely and easily transports
up to 25 armless chairs at a time through
standard 80" doorways.

CHEYENNE® Guest Seating

The interconnected seat and back allow the
weight of the occupant to dictate the chair’s
resistance for customized support.

Seat and back pads add style and comfort.
Cushions can be upholstered in a variety of
fabrics and easily replaced in the field.

Fixed Seat & Back Option
While its articulating back may
be Cheyenne’s most prominent
feature, it is not the only detail
designed with comfort in mind.
The distinctive curvature of the
back provides lumbar support,
and a waterfall edge on the seat
allows unrestricted circulation in
user’s legs.
Cushioned seat and back pads also
enhance the comfort of the passive
ergonomics of the chair. These
optional pads can be upholstered
in a variety of fabrics to coordinate
with any décor, and as styles change
and fabrics wear, the seat and back

pads can easily be replaced for a
fraction of the price of replacing
the chair.

Durable steel rod book racks snap easily into
place for classroom settings.

Education-geared options make
Cheyenne’s use in the classroom more
than an academic exercise. In addition
to a chrome book rack for under-seat
storage, two tablet arm options are
available. Standard size tablet arms
facilitate note taking, while oversized
tablets are ideal for laptop use.
Cheyenne, a novel approach to the
guest seating frontier.
Flip-top tablet arms of 12" x 20.5" provide
easy access in and out of the chair. For an
even larger workspace, an oversized tablet
arm is also available in multiple laminate finishes.
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